Abstract

This document provides guidelines for the development of a Web Resource Update Protocol to facilitate cache coherence in Web intermediary systems such as caching proxies and surrogates. Such a protocol is useful to maintain consistency in an environment where periodic revalidation is unacceptable in terms of performance and/or cache consistency. This memo suggests invalidation methods as the
only required functionality of a candidate protocol, but outlines other functionality that should be supported (possibly at a later date).
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1. Introduction

This memo outlines guidelines for the specification of a resource update protocol for the Web to enable cooperating content servers and web intermediaries (caching proxies and surrogates, for example) to offer a higher degree of cache coherence than is typically possible using per-request validation based on HTTP [6] conditional request directives (e.g. If-Modified-Since).

While HTTP cache control mechanisms provide a means for individual entities to be flagged with their own cacheability information, this is not always sufficient for content publishers requirements. Setting a long expiration time results in potentially correct but "old" material being served; setting a short expiration time results in newer content but requires more revalidation requests. Empirical evidence suggests the need for a dynamic content-server driven update mechanism.

Cache coherence and invalidation is discussed in detail in the caching literature, e.g. see [8] and [9] for background information. At the time of writing several examples of cache coherence/invalidation protocols are known to the editors: WCIP [1], PSI [2] and DOCP [3].

[Ed Note: Should we give examples as above if we can’t provide an exhaustive list?]

A carefully developed mechanism for the communication of information about changes to Internet resources offers the potential for other functions above and beyond invalidation of cached objects. Resource updates may also be an appropriate way of informing systems which generate content dynamically that the underlying data which they manipulate (e.g. to produce HTML pages) has changed. Such uses are currently outside the scope of consideration in this requirements document.

The goal of this document is to provide guidelines for developers of a Resource Update Protocol (RUP), the purpose of which is to improve cache coherence over HTTP’s conditional request polling technique. Base level requirements for candidate protocols are given; it is expected that protocols will initially provide support for only invalidation but that they will be suitably designed to provide richer functionality in the future.

2. Terminology

This document uses terms defined in the Internet Web Replication Taxonomy [5], and the HTTP/1.1 specification [6]. The reader is
expected to be familiar with these documents. The term SURROGATE is used to refer to a demand driven surrogate origin web server unless explicitly stated otherwise. ORIGIN SERVER refers to the master origin server.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [4].

2.1 Definitions

RUP SERVER
The entity that knows the state of a content provider's resources and generates resource updates. Notionally co-located with the origin server.

RUP CLIENT
The entity that needs to know the state of resources and receives updates from the RUP SERVER. Notionally co-located with a SURROGATE.

INVALIDATION
The signal from a RUP SERVER to a RUP CLIENT to indicate that the master copy of an entity has changed.

CONSISTENCY GUARANTEE
To be defined...

[Ed note: Term used later in the text but not defined]

RESOURCE GROUP
To be defined...

[Ed note: Term used later in the text but not defined]

3. Design Guidelines

[Ed note: These are Ian's interpretations of the design guidelines in the -01 version and as such are up for discussion.]

Protocol designers are expected to use their best judgement in their design and implementations, however, the following list provides high-level guidance:

1. Extensibility: the protocol SHOULD be extensible to enable richer functionalities to be provided in subsequent versions.
2. The protocol SHOULD leverage existing technologies where possible (e.g. XML, HTTP, URIs).

3. Interoperability: it is anticipated that multiple protocols will exist in this area; protocols SHOULD interoperate or co-exist with each other.

4. Scaling: INVALIDATIONS are expected to be sent to tens of thousands of SURROGATES. Protocols SHOULD provide reasonable features to enable scaling to such numbers, e.g. by the use of relays or multicasting.

5. Compliance: protocols MUST define levels of compliance and document any side effects that might arise should lesser levels of compliance be used.

6. Expense: protocols SHOULD make expensive operations OPTIONAL.

4. Scoping

It is anticipated that RUP will be deployed in origin servers (and their delegates) and Web intermediaries, including surrogates and caching proxies. Other deployments are possible (e.g. within search engine crawlers), though some carry scaling and denial of service implications if implemented in HTTP user agents (see [6]). Specific warnings relating to implementations in user agents MUST be included in RUP protocol candidate specifications; this is most likely text to be included in the "Security Considerations" section of those documents. Also see Security Considerations (Section 8).

If conflicts arise between the needs of SURROGATES and caching proxies, the needs of the SURROGATES SHOULD take precedence. However, designers SHOULD make those parts of the protocol OPTIONAL.

5. Use Cases

The following use cases provide examples of how RUP protocols are likely to be deployed. While it is noted that these scenarios are only slightly different in places it is felt beneficial to identify them for the benefit of potential protocol developers.

Particular attention is brought to the fact that RUP may be used to interface between systems running alternative protocols beyond the boundaries defined here. For example, individual content delivery networks (CDNs) may choose to operate proprietary protocols internally while speaking a RUP protocol externally.
5.1 Intra-CDN

A Content Distribution/Delivery Network (CDN) may choose to use RUP to pass INVALIDATIONS within its own delivery network, e.g. from a control node to intermediaries under its control.

CDNs must typically have control protocols to ensure they serve the correct content as requested by their customers (the content providers). Such protocols are currently proprietary in nature. Standardization within IETF will enable CDN operators to share their knowledge of their needs in a beneficial way, and will also gain from input from a wider technical community.

5.2 Inter-CDN

Content Networks may internetwork, sharing the responsibility of serving content requests to end users (see [18][19]). As such, INVALIDATIONS will also have to be shared among the cooperating networks.

As an open standard, RUP would enable multiple Content Networks to share INVALIDATIONS, while allowing each Network to operate an invalidation protocol of its own choosing internally.

5.3 Content provider to CDN

When using the services of a CDN, a content provider must use protocols or tools provided by that CDN in order to pass invalidation or update messages in order for the CDN to propagate that information to its own surrogates.

A standardize protocol interface between content provider and CDN would ensure that content providers are not "locked" into the use of a single CDN through use of propriety protocols and the pain of migration. Further, content management system developers would benefit by being able to publish into a variety of CDNs, not just those from which they license the interface technology.

5.4 Content provider to arbitrary Web intermediary

Caching proxies provide "best effort" content delivery capabilities on behalf of the network operators running them (e.g. they are not under direct or indirect control of the content provider, unlike SURROGATEs). In an effort to ensure that end users see the content they wish, at all times, content providers will frequently make material appear uncachable.

Providing a protocol that enables content providers a tighter binding
between their publication systems and caching proxies would enable those caching proxies to operate as SURROGATEs for that content. Such content could be treated as cacheable irrespective of indications within HTTP headers and would therefore offload the requests from the origin server. In the absense of the control protocol, other caching proxies would treat the content as uncachable as before.

This use case is similar to Section 5.3 above.

6. Operations

The following sections outline the various operations that make up a Resource Update Protocol.

The RUP protocol SHOULD transfer multiple INVALIDATIONS in one request/response transaction when possible.

6.1 RUP SERVER-driven invalidation

A RUP SERVER sends entity or resource group INVALIDATIONS to RUP CLIENTS.

The RUP SERVER (and its administrator) controls the activity according to the RUP SERVER’s load, scheduling, and configured preference. The connection between RUP CLIENT and RUP SERVER MAY be established by either party; connections SHOULD be persistent. It SHOULD be possible to monitor the update guarantee.

RUP SERVER-driven invalidations MUST be supported by candidate protocols.

6.2 RUP CLIENT-driven invalidation

A RUP CLIENT queries (polls) the RUP SERVER for freshness status of an entity or group of objects referenced by URI.

The RUP CLIENT controls RUP activity accoring to its own load, failure recover needs, and configured preferences; connections are established by the RUP CLIENT and SHOULD be persistent. The RUP SERVER responds to requests by indicating which entities or resource groups have been updated and must be invalidated.

RUP CLIENT-driven invalidations MUST be supported by candidate protocols.
6.3 Content location update

A RUP SERVER designates a new location as the source for an entity. Location may be, for example, from a new URI, parent caching proxy, CDN peer, multicast object distribution channel.

By updating the location from which a given entity may be retrieved temporarily the RUP SERVER is able to indicate a delegate of the origin server that is better suited to respond to future queries. The need for Content Location Update was identified in section A.1.1 of Known HTTP/Caching Problems [20].

[Ed note: Should we draw an analogy with HTTP 30x responses?]

Support of content location update is OPTIONAL.

6.4 Content prefetch hint

A RUP SERVER identifies entities or RESOURCE GROUPS that are suitable for prefetching (pre-positioning). RUP CLIENTS MAY prefetch the content and pin it in their corresponding caches.

Prefetch hints enable content to be pre-positioned without the complexities involved in "push" operations (also see Section 6.5).

Support of content prefetch hint is OPTIONAL.

6.5 Content updates

A RUP SERVER sends either the full content of entities (overwrite) or delta updates to RUP CLIENTS in order to update or push content into the corresponding content caches.

At the time of writing there is insufficient understanding of the kinds of content updates that might need to be supported. In particular, those working in this area are aware that mixing signalling with data leads to problems of scaling, entity consistency, and security issues, among others. Existing mechanisms addressing content retrieval, e.g. HTTP and Delta Encoding [7] demonstrate the high complexity of such functionality.

Content prefetch hints (see Section 6.4) enable participating RUP CLIENTS to invalidate and fetch content with somewhat similar results to content updates.

Content updates SHOULD NOT be supported.
6.6 Metadata updates

[Ed note: place holder; we lost a comment about RUP not being used to "update content or HTTP meta information of cached entities." This is still up for discussion, so this section is just to make sure it doesn’t get lost.]

7. Functional Requirements

7.1 Coherence Model

7.1.1 Confirmation of actions

A RUP SERVER MUST be able to specify whether actions it requests of a RUP CLIENT are acknowledged or not. In a unicast environment a RUP SERVER SHOULD request acknowledgements.

Acknowledgements from RUP CLIENTS SHOULD be sent as a result of carrying out an INVALIDATION.

Where relays are used in a single control domain the relay MUST preserve the semantics of acknowledgement. E.g. a relay MUST wait for every child’s acknowledgement before acknowledging to the RUP SERVER. Semantics MUST be preserved irrespective of the number of levels of relays.

7.1.2 Loose consistency

[Ed note: should this section be here?]

To support applications that do not require tight coupling (e.g. batch mirroring), RUP SHOULD make loose consistency available. In particular RUP SHOULD provide delta consistency guarantees such that a RUP SERVER MAY specify a maximum acceptable staleness, defined in seconds.

If a cached entity is updated then within the period covered by the delta consistency guarantee the RUP CLIENT will either (a) be notified of the update, or (b) detect that its cache is no longer synchronized with the server. [Ed note: what does that latter part actually mean?]

7.1.3 HTTP Warnings

A cache MUST NOT return RUP-controlled entities that would be stale in HTTP without attaching an appropriate HTTP/1.1 Warning [6].

[Ed note: Some description of the warning code chosen, especially if
7.1.4 Transitioning into/out of RUP control

To transition from HTTP cache control to RUP controlled coherence a RUP CLIENT MUST first consider the resource stale and revalidate via RUP. Protocol designers should carefully consider cases where a RUP CLIENT has become unsynchronized.

To transition from RUP controlled coherence to HTTP cache control a RUP CLIENT MUST first consider the resource stale and revalidate via HTTP.

7.2 Resource Grouping

It is common for multiple resources that are related to be updated or removed at the same time. By grouping such resources into RESOURCE GROUPS (by examining content management systems or server logs, for example) that are addressed in their own right it is possible to invalidate many resources with a single INVALIDATION.

RUP protocols MUST provide a mechanism to enable RUP CLIENTs to update multiple entities as a result of receiving an INVALIDATION for a RESOURCE GROUP.

RUP SERVERs SHOULD send INVALIDATIONS for only those RESOURCE GROUPs to which a given RUP CLIENT has subscribed.

[Ed note: The above requirement serious limits the way in which a RUP SERVER operator may aid a RUP CLIENT, and the SHOULD clause seems inappropriate; a MAY clause seems meaningless. Is it even worth mentioning?]

7.2.1 Resource group identification

RESOURCE GROUPs are identified to the RUP CLIENT in one of two ways:

Out-of-band: individual entities within the group contain a URI reference of the group within an HTTP header (to be defined by the RUP protocol).

In-band: group identification and contents are transmitted from RUP SERVER to RUP CLIENT within the RUP protocol itself.

Since there is no assumption of a 1:1 relationship between RUP SERVER and origin server, RESOURCE GROUPs may identify entites on separate origin servers (see Security Considerations). Identification of a RESOURCE GROUP MUST indicate the method used to establish a
connection between RUP SERVER and RUP CLIENT (e.g. protocol://example.com/channel7).

7.3 Relays

In order for RUP deployments to scale and to cross administrative boundaries it MUST be possible for the protocol to be relayed (single source, single destination) and/or broadcasted (single source, multiple destinations) by RUP proxies.

It SHOULD be possible for INVALIDATIONS to be cached on RUP proxies (and potentially caching proxies of other types). Such cached INVALIDATIONs MUST have the same effect as if the message had reached the destination directly from the source.

7.4 Extensibility

It is anticipated that additional operations will be required, and that options for specific implementations and uses may be desired. RUP protocols SHOULD contain a means of extending the base protocol for the future.

INVALIDATIONS MAY carry a set of options. Options MUST be atomic. RUP CLIENTS MAY ignore options but MUST indicate in acknowledgments which options were applied.

[Ed note: I believe that is impossible when using a relay.]

7.5 Other issues

Intermediaries are connected to the Internet in many ways, in order to scale invalidation services many network/service providers are likely to want to make use of technologies such as satellite transmission and IP multicast. Protocol designers should carefully consider the implications of running their protocol over such media (e.g. "broadcast" nature of satellites).

It is likely that either RUP SERVER or RUP CLIENT or both will be situated behind firewalls or Network Address Translators (NATs). Protocol designers should consider implications of firewall traversal and the effects that NAT may have on their protocol.

8. Security Considerations

Intermediaries present security problems which do not exist in the classic end-to-end model of the Internet, by introducing a ‘Man In The Middle’ by design. As such, it is essential that protocol level work on intermediaries takes care to devise means by which the
integrity of the resources being updated can be preserved – or at least tested.

1. Authentication and authorization: the protocol SHOULD be able to authenticate the parties of a session before commencing the session, so that no un-authorized parties may participate the session.

2. Session integrity: the protocol SHOULD be able to ensure the integrity of the resource update messages, so that any tempering can be detected and/or recovered from.

3. Session secrecy: the protocol SHOULD be able to ensure the secrecy of the resource update messages, so that no un-authorized parties can eavesdrop the session.

4. Denial of service: the protocol SHOULD provide counter measures to denial-of-service attacks, such as distributed SYN flood or resource update storm.
   [Ed note: Surely SYN flood operates at a level too far below anything that RUP would touch directly.]

5. In-band security: the protocol SHOULD be able to prevent trusted parties from flooding and/or disabling the RUP service, accidentally or intentionally.

The above major risks associated with the protocol MUST be quantified and specifically addressed by the protocol design.
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Appendix A. Change Log

Please direct your comments to WEBI mailing list webi@lists.equinix.com. To subscribe, email webi-request@lists.equinix.com with body (un)subscribe. The mailing list archive is at http://www.wrec.org/webi-archive/.

Revision Log:

-02 to -03 [February 2002] / Edits by Ian Cooper

Note: Section numbers refer to those in draft-02 NOT this version

1. Changed title and publication date

2. Amended abstract:
   
   Rearranged text to flow more intuitively
   
   Better described how RUP candidates should consider invalidation a mandatory requirement but should consider other methods that are also described in the document

3. Re-worded introduction to try and identify motivation using better language.
4. Examples of cache coherence/invalidation protocols/techniques changed from a paragraph introducing them to references of some known work

5. Re-jigged the text in "design guidelines"

6. Scoping (section 4): placed requirement on protocol candidate specifications to carry warnings/security considerations on integration of the protocol in user agents (as defined in RFC2616)

7. Scoping (section 4): text indicating SURROGATES should be favored over caching proxies clarified

8. Cleaned up introduction to the Use Cases

9. Intra-CDN use case: tidied up wording to better explain why a CDN might want to use an IETF standardized protocol internally

10. Content provider to CDN: re-jigged to better explain why content providers and developers of content management systems benefit from a standardized protocol.

11. Attempted to more accurately describe Content provider to arbitrary web intermediary use case.

12. Moved 5.5, Operations, to a new major section (section 6)

13. Content location update could be seen as offering a means to address A.1.1 in RFC3143, text inserted to identify this fact.

14. RUP Client invalidation:

   was: "The RUP CLIENT controls RUP activity according to its load, failure recovery needs and configured preferences. The RUP SERVER replies to requests with latest changes since the last time the RUP CLIENT asked."

   now: "The RUP CLIENT controls RUP activity according to its own load, failure recover needs, and configured preferences; connections are established by the RUP CLIENT and SHOULD be persistent. The RUP SERVER responds to requests by indicating which entities or resource groups have been updated and must be invalidated."

15. RUP Client invalidation: removed seemingly redundant paragraph: "Whether and when the RUP CLIENT communicates with the RUP SERVER is determined by the consistency guarantee the RUP CLIENT
is committed to provide, and MUST [??] follow the semantic rules
defined by the RUP protocol."

16. Content updates

was: "RUP proposals SHOULD NOT provide mechanisms for providing
content updates. Any support of content updates is OPTIONAL.

Content updates refers to the scenario where a RUP SERVER
sends either the full content of updates to entities, or
deltas of those changes to RUP CLIENTS.

At the time of writing there is insufficient understanding of
the kinds of content updates that RUP might need to support.
In particular we are aware that mixing signalling with data
leads to problems of scaling, object consistency, and
security issues, among others.

Existing mechanisms addressing content retrieval, e.g., HTTP
[6] and Delta Encoding [7] demonstrate the high complexity of
such functionality. Content prefetch hints enable
participating RUP CLIENTS to invalidate and fetch content
with somewhat similar results to content updates."

now: "A RUP SERVER sends either the full content of entities
(overwrite) or delta updates to RUP CLIENTS in order to
update or push content into the corresponding content caches.

At the time of writing there is insufficient understanding of
the kinds of content updates that might need to be supported.
In particular, those working in this area are aware that
mixing signalling with data leads to problems of scaling,
entity consistency, and security issues, among others.
Existing mechanisms addressing content retrieval, e.g. HTTP
and Delta Encoding [7] demonstrate the high complexity of
such functionality.

Content prefetch hints (see Section ...) enable participating
RUP CLIENTS to invalidate and fetch content with somewhat
similar results to content updates.

Content updates SHOULD NOT be supported."

17. HTTP Warnings: SHOULD changed to MUST

18. Resynchronization: the content included in this section seems
more usefully included as a hint to designers in the prior
section (transitioning into RUP control). "Express
resynchronization" was a special case of this situation.

19. Section 6.2 (Naming and Framing) onwards have serious edits as given below.

20. 6.2/1 This section describes the grouping of resources into a RESOURCE GROUP that has its own identifier for the purposes of scaling.

21. 6.2/2 This item not needed. Choice of grouping is up to the operator of the system, not even the protocol. Item removed.

22. 6.2/3 and 6.2/5 merged into a section on resource grouping.

23. 6.2/4 addresses guidance to protocol designers on aspects of scaling their protocols, but should be common sense. Item removed.

24. 6.3 (Notification groups) defines a requirement for the protocol to transfer multiple INVALIDATIONs in the same request. Move that point to "Operations" section. 6.3/2 is really just a way of encapsulating group URIs together under yet another URI (a further level of indirection). This should be possible by recursive URI resolution of the groups in any case. Item removed.

25. 6.4 (extensibility) shortened

26. 6.5/1 Redundant; implicit; removed

27. 6.5/2 Mentioned in "Scoping", not necessary to repeat; presumptive; removed

28. 6.5/3 Already stated in design guidelines; removed

29. 6.5/4 Underlying media considerations reworded

30. 6.5/5 Duplication of an earlier functional requirement for acknowledgements

31. 6.5/6 Establishes a MUST requirement on acknowledgements; removed

32. 6.5/7 Description of operation based on non receipt of acknowledgements should be left to protocol designers, not included in this document; removed

33. 6.6/1 Already stated and unnecessary; removed
34. 6.6/2 Reworded under "Other Issues"

35. 6.6/3 This is an important point - promoted to a section directly under functional requirements. Note: There may be a requirement for RUP SERVERs to be able to understand acknowledgements that may be relayed from sources that are unknown to it

36. 6.7/1 If it should be possible to layer RUP on any underlying transport (e.g. from TCP to BEEP to SOAP) then it seems pointless saying that; removed.

37. 6.7/2 Duplication of a major security consideration; removed.

38. 6.7/3 RUP SERVER discovery is out of scope for this document; RESOURCE GROUP discovery is already covered; removed

20-Nov-2001/Edits by Ian Cooper

1. Moved revision log to appendix.

2. Changed draft to "compact" mode to save some space

3. Significant changes in second paragraph of introduction in an attempt to clarify motivation for this work

4. Cleared up terminology section
   Question: Does the term invalidation fit? Removed initial wording which said "RUP must clearly define the actions this signal implies or mandates and the semantics the actions accomplish, in relationship to the RUP coherence models. E.g., RUP may specify (among many things) that a RUP CLIENT must not serve an invalidated cached object without a conditional HTTP request.

5. Moved references to cache coherence literature to the introduction (sub-optimal, but at least it’s not in the terminology section any more)

6. Design guideline 1, changed to just read it should be extensible

7. Ian’s interpretation on the design guidelines.

8. Attempted some wording to try to stop RUP being put into user agents (or acting as a pointer to protocol developers to get them to try to design things that make doing this difficult). Need a security considerations section to go with this...
9. Moved performance requirement from "scoping" to "guidelines" (it can’t be any more than that).

10. Attempted to clarify the differences of administrative domain use cases by splitting into sub-sections (more detail is probably needed).

11. Split operations into subsections. Attempted to clarify the language.

12. Content updates added as an operation, but wording added to state that it SHOULD NOT be provided.

13. Changed format of 6.1 (coherence model) to give each point a sub-sub-section.

14. Coherence model, requirement 6.1/6 (resource update guarantees must propagate through scaling mechanisms) clarified and restated in 6.1.1 since this is already talking about relays. (Note: Eeek, state!!!)

15. Changed client/server to RUP CLIENT and RUP SERVER throughout.

16. Changed object etc. to entity throughout (I hope)

Previous:/Edits by Dan Li

1. remove references to NAT.

2. describe the need to work with RUP session discovery mechanisms.

3. limit the doc to "requirements", and not "protocol design".

4. remove the terms "transaction" and "mirrors" since they convey strong meanings in other senses.

5. ensure that "confirmation of action" is a requirement.

6. clarify on the "guarantees" RUP needs to provides, and not claim to "support" or "require" strong consistency.

7. clarify the motivations for server-driven and client-driven modes.

8. clarify that general "meta data" is allowed, and accommodated as concrete payload types and arbitrary payload options, while invalidation is the primary payload at present.
9. clarify the terms "RUP client" and "RUP server", and remove ambiguous references to "client" or "server".

10. remove the distinction between "managed" and "unmanaged", remove any mention of them.

11. add use cases in terms of administrative roles, i.e., a list of entities that are allowed to participate within the RUP protocol realm.

12. include the reference to a microsoft’s notification proposal.

13. add requirements on flexible content "selectors".

14. restructure the section on "naming and framing" to clarify three items
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